
CES 2017: 360RIZE Introduces Uni360
Universal 360 Video Rig for GoPro™ and YI
Technology Cameras

The Uni360 universal 360 video rig mounted with 6
cameras.

360RIZE has introduced the Uni360, a
universal solution for filming professional
quality 360 video content with GoPro™
and YI Technology action cameras.

LAS VEGAS, NV AND OLEAN, NY,
UNITED STATES, January 11, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- At CES 2017
360RIZE introduced the Uni360, a
universal solution for filming high
resolution 360 video content. The Uni360
is a all-weather rig that supports
GoPro™ and YI Technology action
cameras. 

Camera compatibility is the Uni360's key
attribute, as the unit can mount GoPro™
Hero2, Hero3, Hero4, Hero5 Black, and
Hero5 Session cameras. The Uni360
also supports YI Technology 4K cameras
and the new YI 4K+.

The Uni360 is capable of capturing 8K
(8,000 x 4,000 pixels) resolution 360
videos and 12K (12,000 x 6,000 pixels)
360 photos.

"The Uni360 is meant to lower the barrier for content creators looking to film high resolution 360

The Uni360 is meant to lower
the barrier for content
creators looking to film high
resolution 360 videos and to
make it possible to film with
different cameras with the
same rig.

Michael Kintner, 360RIZE
CEO

videos and to make it possible to film with different cameras
with the same rig," said 360RIZE CEO Michael Kintner.
"We're especially excited to be introducing support for YI
Technology's powerful line of cameras and utilizing them to
film 360 video.  The new YI 4K+ camera will now allow our
gear to capture content at resolutions as high at 10,000 x
5,000 pixels at 60 frames per second."

The Uni360 features an anodized aluminum center core which
is designed to mount 6 separate camera holder arms. These
camera holder arms attach to the center core via stainless
steel screws for a rugged, sturdy design. The camera holder
arms serve as the mounting point for the various cameras

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.360rize.com/
http://www.360rize.com/2017/01/product-details-for-uni360/


Uni360 universal 360 video rig positioned in a portrait
orientation.

The Uni360 universal 360 video rig center core.

supported by the rig, allowing for simple
camera installation.

The Uni360 is available for pre-order on
the 360RIZE Shopping Center with
limited quantities expected to ship in
February of 2017.

Key Features:
- Mounts 6 cameras in a spherical
orientation to facilitate capturing 360 x
180 degree videos and photos
- Patented 360 Plug-N-Play™ design
incorporates camera housings to support
all-weather use
- Compatible with GoPro™ Hero2,
Hero3, Hero3+ and Hero4 series
cameras
- Compatible with GoPro™ Hero5 Black
and GoPro™ Hero5 Session
- Hero5 Black compatibility requires
purchase of 6 Super Suit Dive housings
for mounting
- Compatible with YI Technology 4K
cameras and the YI 4K+
- Holder features qty. 2 – 3/8" threaded
mounting points
- Compatible with 3/8” monopods, tripods
and other standard mounting solutions
- 360 video output resolutions up to
8,000 x 4,000 pixels
- Compatible with drones and UAVs

About 360RIZE:
360RIZE, formerly 360Heros, specializes
in 360 video camera systems that
capture professional quality spherical
video content. 360RIZE also develops
360 video workflow solutions such as
360CamMan, the world’s first VR media
management software. Through years of
research and innovation, 360RIZE is
empowering content creators to push the
limits of this emerging technology and
our ability to create immersive content.
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